
Mark’em Up!

Name: ____________________________    Date: ___________________

chip Rick shop math whip

sick rack chin ship chat

fish dash bath rock moth

wish such much pick thin

Directions: Read the words and underline the digraph in each word.  

1.  Ben had a cut on his neck.

2.  The fish was for the cat.

3.  Jack had a bath in the tub.

4.  Did you get that at the shop?

5.  Rick had to rush to get the bus.
Bonus: Choose one sentence from above and draw a picture to match it on the back of 
this page.
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Directions: Read the sentences and underline the digraphs.  



Name: ____________________________________    Date: __________________

math sack chip shin
duck whip rash lock
neck shop back chin
bath sock with wish
Chet fish thin rich

Practice Sheet
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1.///////////////////////
/////////////////////////
2.///////////////////////
/////////////////////////

Directions: Underline the digraph in each word.  Then use the color code to 
color in each word box.

Directions: Choose 2 words from above and use each one in a sentence.  

Color Code

ch = blue     sh = red     th = yellow     wh = green     ck = pink

**Bonus:  Choose one sentence from above and draw a picture on the 
back to match your sentence.  



//th// ///// ///// /////

///// ///// ///// /////

///// ///// ///// /////

///// ///// ///// /////

Name: _________________________   Date: __________________

Directions: Look at each picture.  Write the beginning digraph (ch, sh, th, 
or wh) on the line.

Beginning Digraphs
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Example:



Name: _________________________   Date: __________________

Directions: Look at each picture.  Write the missing digraph (ch, sh, th,  
wh, or ck) to complete each word.

Digraphs

___ ___ick ___ ___ark ___ ___read ___ ___est

so___ ___ ___ ___eel du___ ___ ___ ___istle

___ ___ovel clo___ ___ ___ ___isk ___ ___umb ©A
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Name: ___________________________    Date: _____________________

Let’s Sort!

back zup with quib
choz luck zat dock
bup dish rich lish

Real Words Alien Words

Directions: Sort the real words from the “Alien” (nonsense) words.
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Name: _____________________________    Date: _____________________

Let’s Sort!

at chick up dock
sock it chin in
on shed no math

2 sounds
(2 taps)

3 sounds
(3 taps)

Directions: Read the words below.  Tap out the words and sort them by the number 
of sounds in each word.  For example, the word tub has 3 sounds /t/ /u/ /b/.
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Name: _________________________________    Date: _________________

Directions: Unscramble the sentences and rewrite them correctly.

1. has on neck. He a rash his

///////////////////////
2. had rush to Seth to the bus.

///////////////////////
3. nap had Rick a on the deck.

///////////////////////
4. got fish. She big the

////////////////////
Directions: Fill in the missing trick word. 

(has, to, as, she )

1. He is ____________ tall as me.  

2. __________ got that red dress at the shop.

3. Beth had __________ get the dog in the tub.

4. Jack ___________ a rash on his back.
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Unscramble the Sentence



Write the sentence.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////

got Seth on the bus. hot

Unscramble the first sentence below.  Cut out the words and glue the words in 
the correct order.

Name: ______________________________    Date: ____________________

Unscramble the Sentences

Write the sentence.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////

duck The sat sun. in the

Unscramble the second sentence below.  Cut out the words and glue the words in 
the correct order.

1

2

1

2

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Name: _________________________________    Date: __________________

Directions: Read each sentence and underline the digraphs.  Then draw a 
picture in each box to match the sentences.

Read and Draw

Jack sat on the big 
rock.

The big cat had a 
dish of fish.

A big moth was in 
the net.

Beth got the red 
hat at the shop.
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Name: ______________________________    Date: __________________

Be A Digraph Detective
Step 1: Choose 1 or 2 books to find as many words with digraphs as you can.  
Write them in the chart below.  

Step 2: Look around your classroom for words with digraphs.  Add them to 
your chart.  

ch sh th wh ck

How many words with ch did you find? __________

How many words with sh did you find? __________

How many words with th did you find? __________

How many words with wh did you find? __________

How many words with ck did you find? __________
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